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Virgil Abloh

FaceTime
Take your time. Just like art. No defined answer. But read and learn. Take your time. Walk forward. Look backwards.‘’

—RAF

The fluidity of Virgil’s work is second to only himself. He’s able to grab onto your attention with ease, and his work leads you on a leash through the exhibit, allowing you to soak up each of the pieces within.‘’

—JASLINE

Throughout the exhibition you can see the evolution of Virgil’s work over the years. Each room reminding you of his various talents apart from the mainstream display of his Nike and Louis Vuitton collabs. His contributions to pop culture are at the forefront of this exhibition.‘’

—NATHAN

Use this zine however you like. You can use it to see more fully, to think more deeply, to question more boldly, to create more freely.

If you feel like sharing, tag us @icateens or use #icateens.

—Jasline, Nathan, and Raf; ICA Teen Arts Council Members
Throughout Virgil’s exhibit, he portrays a lot of his life as it comes out to be art. From clothing lines to music...
“CANVAS”
Draw an interpretation of your favorite work.

“CANVAS”

FOLD HERE
If you could work/create with a celebrity, who would you pick and why?
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